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. . . ours is providing it— with the RPF line of rotary piston �llers. You determine the production
levels you want to reach and we will meet your requirement with precision custom-made
equipment that works hard and works long.

We understand the needs and the tremendous pressure that can be put on packagers today.
In response to the increasing variety of applications, you require quality products and services that
meet or exceed your expectations. You may no longer be able to dedicate a single packaging line
to one size, shape and material of container.

In addition, customers are frequently demanding smaller runs which places an extra burden
on you and your equipment. Cozzoli Machine Company appreciates the situation and o�ers high p
machines that can handle the pressure.

FLEXIBLE
A primary factor in performance is �exibility. The RPF machines handle a
wide range of container sizes, shapes and materials— aluminum, glass, plastic
and others.The RPF can �ll medium viscosities like fabric softeners to high
viscosities such as shampoos— and do it at the highest speed available that’s
dictated by product viscosity and container size.

This versatile series of �llers is available in six frame sizes ranging from
four to thirty-six nozzles. Each model features overhead driven pistons with
a patented individual piston-adjustment mechanism, bottom-up �ll capability
and positive spiral feed. RPF �llers can accommodate a wide range of �ll
volumes on one machine with the use of additional cylinder and piston sizes.

When integrated with a Cozzoli Versa Capper in a monoblock
design, it becomes a compact cost-e�cient operation.

FAST
Performance is further de�ned, not just by speed, but by how smoothly machinery
operates at consistently high speeds. Fully automatic models are designed to run
trouble-free at speeds up to 540 cpm and to maintain this level of productivity
throughout years of continuous production.

RELIABLE
You can count on an accuracy of ± 0.5% by volume provided by custom nozzles that assure unrestricted �ow. An
optional adjustable closing cam lets you �ll stringy products like shampoos and syrups with greater control. It can
be advanced for early shuto� to help prevent stringing or can be delayed to draw product back from the nozzle tip,
which can minimize dripping. For best results obtainable, it should be used in conjunction with factory-speci�ed
cylinders and nozzles.

The no-container/no-�ll feature is standard on all RPF �llers.Wetted contact parts are made from 316 stainless
steel and all parts above the machine cabinet are stainless steel.

This series also o�ers an optional quality assurance system that allows operators to sample product o�-line
without disrupting production. Containers, from a single �lling head or from a string of heads, are directed by a diverter
to a sample lane where they can be picked up for inspection. Depending on size and shape as many as ten samples
per second can be pulled. Factory timed to match machine speed, the diverter extends and retracts to provide
samples without slowing or interrupting packaging line speed.

YOUR PRIORITY IS HIGH PERFORMANCE...



PERFORMANCE IS VALUE
Our machines are the combination of advancing technology and rugged construction that
assures reliable running for years to come.When your market demands performance, Cozzoli 
Machine Company responds to it with our rugged rotary piston �llers.

EASY TO RUN ELECTRONICS
Optional touchscreen electronic control meets today’s high performance requirements. Operators can easily monitor
and adjust �ll volume, speed and container height, as well as control upstream and downstream equipment from the
same control panel.

The electronic �ll volume adjustment option allows you to select any number of preset volumes and contributes
to faster adjustment during changeover. The optional electronic turret head adjustment handles changes in container
height. Both electronic �ll volume and height adjustment features are available in NEMA 4 watertight and NEMA 7
explosion-proof applications.

By providing a readout of container �ll volumes and height dimensions and storing these values in memory, the
RPF simpli�es container changeover on repeat production runs.

Self diagnostics alert the operator to problems by �ashing indicator lights when a fault occurs.The control panel
can be easily customized to your speci�cations and, if required, easily upgraded in the �eld.

EASY TO CHANGE OVER
Operators appreciate the RPF’s simple no-tool changeover. Pistons, valve
plugs and nozzles are easily removed by hand for cleaning and sanitizing.The
pro�le �ll cam is designed so it, too, can be installed and removed without
tools. Also, the RPF’s upper head assembly is interchangeable, which can be
particularly useful when changing from one product to another. It includes
all wetted contact parts: reservoir, cylinders, valves, cams and mounting
plates. Simply unhook the quick-disconnect utilities, lift o� the upper head
and replace with another assembly.

Changeover time can be further reduced with an optional Flush-in-Place
(FIP) system. Choose from manual, semi-automatic and fully automatic FIP
capabilities.

Optional quick-change product cylinders are quickly installed without
bolts. Simply position the product cylinder, press down and use a cylinder
wrench to lock in place.

EASY TO ADD ON
Cozzoli is a single source provider of individual machines to fully integrated
packaging lines. Our engineering skills and vast experience in the �eld give
you the capability to add, upgrade and integrate equipment according to
your needs.

Spare parts are a safeguard against costly production delays. Regularly
scheduled preventive maintenance minimizes down time and assures
trouble-free operation.

We know that when your line is down, fast service is what you need.
Our �eld service technicians travel the world, providing factory-direct
assistance to protect your investment in our products.

...& LOW MAINTENANCE



Cozzzoli Machine Company
50 Schoolhouse Road, Somerset, NJ 08873-1289

Tel: 732-564-0400• Fax: 732-564-0444
www.cozzoli.com • E-mail: sales@cozzoli.com
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About Cozzoli Machine Company

For almost a century, Cozzoli Machine Company has provided 
technologically advanced machinery for the packaging industry. 
As a global leader in the design, manufacture, distribution, and 
service of precision cleaning, sterilizing, filling, and closing 
systems, Cozzoli is the single source provider for everything 
from individual components to fully integrated lines. Our capa-
bilities include application analysis, product development, line 
integration, validation, parts and service, and installation. Utiliz-
ing our nearly 100 years of superior quality, service and innova-
tion, Cozzoli provides the most comprehensive packaging and 
filling solutions in the industry. Aseptic and non aseptic pharma-
ceutical, cosmetic, health, beauty aids, personal care, food, 
beverage, dairy, chemical, paint, and industrial products are 
some of the industry segments Cozzoli serves. Please visit us 
online at www.cozzoli.com for more information. We look 
forward to helping you with your next project.


